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Abstract— The H.265/MPEG-H High Efficiency Video Coding
compliant encoding process faces the challenge of high com-
putational complexity. Particularly, in the case of inter-picture
prediction, most of the computational resources are allocated for
the motion estimation (ME) process. In turn, ME and motion
compensation enable improving coding efficiency by addressing
the blocks of video frames as corresponding displacements from
one or more reference blocks. These displacements do not
necessarily have to be limited to integer sample positions, but
may have an accuracy of half sample or quarter sample positions,
which are identified during fractional sample refinement. In this
paper, a context-based scheme for fractional sample refinement
is proposed. The scheme takes the advantage of already obtained
information in prior ME steps and provides significant flexibility
in terms of parameterization. In this way, it adaptively achieves
a desired tradeoff between computational complexity and coding
efficiency. According to the experimental results obtained for
an example algorithm utilizing the proposed framework, a
significant decrease in the number of search points can be
achieved. For instance, considering only 6 instead of 16 fractional
sample positions results in a tradeoff of only 0.4% Bjøntegaard-
Delta-rate loss for high-definition video sequences compared with
the conventional interpolation-and-search method.

Index Terms— Fractional sample refinement, H.265/MPEG-H
High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC), motion estimation (ME).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE H.265/MPEG-H High Efficiency Video Coding
(HEVC) standard allows bit-rate savings of about 50% for

essentially the same subjective quality compared with its pre-
decessor, the H.264/MPEG-4 Advanced Video Coding (AVC)
standard. Thereby, it efficiently tackles the challenges posed on
modern communication networks and storage media resulting
from the dramatically increasing video bandwidth demands.
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The H.265/MPEG-H HEVC standard was designed to be
applicable for almost all existing H.264/MPEG-4 AVC appli-
cations. Also, special emphasis is put on high-definition (HD)
and ultra-HD (UHD) video content, since need for these
formats is expected to increase significantly during the next
years. However, the abovementioned coding performance gain
comes at the cost of tremendously increased computational
complexity, mainly due to supporting a relatively large number
of coding modes [1], [2].

During an HEVC encoding process, the mode decision
process determines whether a coding unit (CU) should be
encoded by using the intra- or inter-picture prediction tech-
niques in addition to determining the quadtree block partition-
ing [3], [4]. Thereby, either spatial or temporal redundancies
are exploited. The decision process is commonly implemented
by means of a rate-distortion optimization technique. A cost
function, typically denoted as J = D + λR, has to be mini-
mized, whereas the overall cost J is based on the bit-rate cost
R and on the distortion cost D, which are weighted by using
a Lagrange multiplier λ [5]. Therefore, in order to determine
the best coding mode, the CU is usually encoded in a plurality
of coding modes, which leads to a high computational burden
at the encoder end.

Inter-picture prediction plays a crucial role in modern
video coding applications due to its high potential to signifi-
cantly improve the coding efficiency. Temporal redundancy is
removed by encoding a block in terms of a displacement to one
or more reference blocks, which are located in prior encoded
reference frames. The displacement information is encoded
as a so-called motion vector (MV), which is identified by
executing the motion estimation (ME) process. Generally, in
recent video encoders, ME is usually regarded as a three-step
process, including the MV prediction, integer sample accuracy
search, and fractional sample refinement. Regarding the latter,
the HEVC standard allows to address the motion information
on a quarter sample precision level. Such fractional sample
positions may be obtained by applying computationally costly
interpolation methods, followed by a search around the posi-
tion of the prior-determined integer sample MV. Many fast
integer sample accuracy search algorithms have been presented
in the past, which significantly reduce the encoding time at the
cost of a reasonable small coding efficiency loss. However,
when the time spent for integer motion search is reduced, the
contribution of fractional motion search to the overall motion
search time becomes more significant. In the HEVC reference
software (HM), which already applies fast integer motion
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search, interpolation makes up for approximately 19.5% of
the encoding time [1]. Hence, fast fractional motion searches
are of particular interest when fast integer motion searches are
applied.

In this paper, a context-based software framework for frac-
tional sample refinement is proposed. Given a certain con-
text, conditional probabilities are derived. These probabilities
indicate the likelihood that specific fractional sample positions
yield a coding efficiency gain compared with the prior-selected
integer sample position. More precisely, a context is defined in
terms of a function that evaluates neighboring integer samples
to determine the most promising fractional sample positions.
To demonstrate the success of the proposed method, a specific
context is presented, for which a good tradeoff in terms of
computational complexity and coding efficiency is reported.
While the algorithm itself has been implemented in an HEVC
software encoder, suitable hardware implementations could be
an interesting topic for future work.

This paper is organized as follows. The background along
with an overview of related work is provided in Section II.
Following that, a detailed description of the proposed, generic
context-based fractional sample refinement framework is given
in Section III. In Section IV, an example algorithm based on
the proposed framework is introduced. The test methodology
and experimental results for this specific context are discussed
in detail in Section V. Finally, this paper is concluded in
Section VI, further providing a brief overview of future
research perspectives.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A comprehensive overview of the HEVC standard is pro-
vided in [6] and a detailed analysis of the coding efficiency can
be found in [7]. In addition, a comparison to other recent video
coding schemes is presented in [8] with a particular focus
on low-delay applications in [9]. Also, additional studies with
regard to the HEVC decoding performance and complexity
are shown in [10], while making a special emphasis on 4K-
resolution videos.

Furthermore, with regard to video coding standards that
employ inter-picture prediction, intensive research has been
conducted for carrying out suboptimal strategies in the field of
integer sample accuracy ME. Those strategies typically target
achieving a tradeoff between computational complexity and
coding efficiency. A recent survey on fast block matching
algorithms is provided in [11]. Furthermore, the application of
pattern-based approaches in the context of HEVC is studied
in [12].

In the following, several traditional search techniques
regarding fractional sample ME are discussed. Section II-A
overviews the conventional interpolation-and-search method,
Section II-B discusses the recent pattern-based approaches,
and Section II-C reviews several error surface approximation
techniques. Although this paper and related work reviewed in
the following mainly focus on the software implementations of
fast fractional sample ME schemes, a lot of research has also
been conducted regarding efficient hardware designs. In [13],
such an implementation for the interpolation task is presented.

Fig. 1. Example of the conventional interpolation-and-search method.
Circles: integer sample positions. Larger squares: half sample positions.
Smaller squares: quarter sample positions.

A hardware design including both interpolation and search
is presented in [14]. The proposed approach also includes
a module responsible for integer sample ME. Also, in [15]
a design for performing bilinear quarter pixel approximation
and a search pattern based on it is presented.

A. Interpolation-and-Search Method

The traditional so-called interpolation-and-search method
for fractional sample refinement is presented in Fig. 1. It relies
on the common assumption that an optimal fractional sample
position is located adjacent to the optimal integer sample
position. This assumption in turn gives rise to 48 possible
quarter sample positions. However, the corresponding search
is typically divided into two steps as follows. First, the interpo-
lation and search is performed on a half sample accuracy level,
as shown in Fig. 1(a). Second, this procedure is repeated on a
quarter sample accuracy level, while reducing the search space
to the neighborhood of the previously selected half sample
position, as further shown in Fig. 1(b). Consequently, this
approach is limited to eight half sample positions and eight
quarter sample positions. Also, if no better fractional sample
position can be determined, the MV stays on an integer sample
position.

B. Pattern-Based Approaches

In light of the popularity of approaches that have been
developed for integer sample search, various pattern-based
strategies have also been developed with regard to fractional
sample refinement. However, while adopting the assumption
that the optimal fractional sample position is always adjacent
to the selected integer sample position, it is important to note
that the search space has rather a limited size. Additional
attempts have been made to subsample this search space by
first trying to predict a restricted search space and then to
conduct a search within the predicted fractional sample space.
For example, Zhang et al. [16] propose to reduce the number
of search points from eight to six points both for the half
sample and the quarter sample search. This is done by first
checking only four “near-located” samples and subsequently
two “far-located” samples, which in turn are positioned next
to the best “near-located” sample. They treat samples that
are adjacently located in the horizontal and vertical directions
as “near-located” samples and those adjacently located in
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the diagonal directions as “far-located” samples. As a result,
this approach clearly favors the “near-located” samples over
the “far-located” samples by providing them a larger weight
during the decision process. Another example is shown in [17],
where the authors propose to limit the search to one quadrant.
The corresponding quadrant is determined by checking two
fixed samples. In addition, in [18], the search space is restricted
to only a few points depending on the direction of the integer
sample accuracy MV. Furthermore, in [19], pattern application
dependent on the distortion distribution of surrounding integer
sample positions is proposed.

C. Error Surface Approximation Techniques

Another type of techniques related to fractional sample
refinement attempts to approximate the error surface on a
fractional sample level around the selected integer sample
position. Suh et al. [20] propose three models for determining
a fractional sample accuracy MV. This approach requires the
computation of nine integer sample position errors. Depending
on the applied integer sample search algorithm, some of
those can be already known. Interpolation and search on a
fractional sample level is omitted. While they present results
and a half sample accuracy level, their approach can easily
be extended to quarter sample accuracy. In addition, in [21],
those models are applied by considering the obtained coding
costs for the required integer sample positions rather than
the distortions values. The approach also includes an early
termination criterion. It is applied whenever, based on the
shape of the resulting surface, no significant improvement
through the fractional sample refinement is expected.

III. PROPOSED CONTEXT-BASED FRACTIONAL SAMPLE

REFINEMENT FRAMEWORK

While the context-based approaches have been success-
fully applied in video compression, e.g., for entropy cod-
ing [22], neither applications in integer sample nor in fractional
sample ME have been reported. In this section, a general
software framework for context-based fractional sample refine-
ment is established. The proposed approach consists of an
offline as well as an online phase, as described in detail in
Sections III-A and III-B, respectively. Briefly, the goal of the
offline phase is to collect data for each possible fractional
sample position. Based on this data, an average increase
in encoding efficiency over the prior chosen integer sample
position given a certain context can be calculated. During the
actual encoding process, i.e., the online phase, those average
gains are used to steer the fractional sample refinement,
independent of the given sequence. In this section, the context
is kept generic. A specific context, for which reasonable results
in terms of the tradeoff between computational complexity
reduction and coding efficiency loss are obtained, is introduced
for an example algorithm in Section IV.

A. Offline Phase

During the offline phase, the goal is to order the fractional
sample positions according to their average performance gain

in terms of coding efficiency. Let �m be the MV obtained from
an arbitrary integer sample accuracy search algorithm and let
S be a set of allowed fractional sample displacements �s sur-
rounding �m. Furthermore, let f be a cost function, calculating
the cost of an MV, for instance, where f (�a) > f (�b) means that
�b is to be preferred over �a. Also, the performance gain g(�s)
that �s provides over �m is supposed to be defined according to

g(�s) = f ( �m)− f (�s). (1)

In addition, an arbitrary context ctx(C) is assumed with
C being the input information and ctx being a function that
processes this input information. In order to calculate the
average gain, sample data need to be collected during the
offline phase. Let N be a set of N samples where each sample
consists of the context input Cn and the gains gn(�s) for each
fractional sample displacement �s ∈ S with n = 1 . . . N . Then,
for each �s ∈ S given a specific context ctx(C), the average
performance gain ḡ(�s|ctx(C)) resulting from selecting �s over
�m by using the set of samples N is calculated as shown in

Nct x = {n|ctx(Cn) = ctx(C)}
ḡ(�s|ctx(C)) =

∑
n∈Nctx

gn(�s)
|Nct x | . (2)

Typical example sequences can be used to obtain the sample
set N , in the remainder referred to as training set. As a
result, the fractional sample positions can be ranked from
the one yielding the highest to the one yielding the lowest
average performance gain. Let Srank be the set of rank − 1
best fractional sample positions. Then, the recursive formula
provided in (3) can be used to generate a lookup table (LUT)
containing a fractional position �srank,ct x(C) for a given rank
and context ctx(C) as1

�srank,ct x(C) = arg max
�s∈S\Srank

ḡ(�s|ctx(C))

Srank =
{
∅ rank = 1

{�si,ct x(C)|i = 1 . . . rank− 1} rank > 1.
(3)

The effectiveness of the selected context model can be
determined by applying the results on an alternative set of
sequences. Also, different frames thereof can be used. Two
metrics may be used for evaluation. One is the overall success
rate, i.e., the relative frequency of finding optimal fractional
sample positions. The second is the generated encoding cost
overhead, i.e., the overhead of the encoding cost compared
with the corresponding optimal position. It should be noted
that a low overall success rate may still correspond to a well-
performing context model in the case of generally selecting a
near-optimal position. This is the case whenever the position
chosen yields an encoding cost sufficiently close to the opti-
mum. Obviously, provided a large training set (i.e., a large set
N ), the described offline phase may require exhaustive simula-
tions. As already mentioned in the introduction, the estimated
LUT is not changed anymore and further used to steer the
fractional sample refinement in the final algorithm as explained
in Section III-B. Hence, simulations only need to be performed
once to obtain the LUT when designing an algorithm.

1If more than one �s ∈ S \Srank minimize ḡ(�s|ctx(C)), we let �srank,ct x(C)
be the first �s amongst them.
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Algorithm 1 Context-Based Fractional Sample Search
bestMv← �m
bestCost← f ( �m)
rank← 1

while cri t holds do
�srank,ct x(C) ← MV with rank rank given ctx(C) from the
LUT calculated during offline phase based on the highest
average gain.
If necessary, perform up-sampling for �srank,ct x(C)

newCost← f (�srank,ct x(C))
if newCost < bestCost then
bestCost← newCost
bestMV← �srank,ct x(C)

end if
rank← rank+ 1

end while

return bestMv

B. Online Phase

During the encoding process, the information obtained from
the offline phase is applied by using the algorithm skeleton
shown in Algorithm 1. Here, the cost of the fractional sample
position �s1,ct x(C) having the highest average gain (rank = 1)
given a context ctx(C) is compared with the costs of the
current best sample position. In this regard, this corresponds to
the chosen integer sample position �m. Obviously, the calcula-
tion of the context may result in an overhead as additional
information needs to be derived. However, compared with
complexity caused by the interpolation methods, this overhead
is negligible. According to [1], for a block of size N × N ,
8+(56/N) 8-b and eight 16-b multiply accumulate operations
are required per sample only for the luma component in
software. In comparison, context calculation requires only 8×3
multiplications of integer distortions with the corresponding
weights and two additions, provided that integer distortions
have already been calculated during integer ME. The criterion
cri t decides whether the online search algorithm should pro-
ceed with the next fractional sample position from the ranking
LUT determined during the offline phase (rank = 2, 3, . . .).
While the approach is fairly simple, its advantage lies in its
flexibility in designing the termination criterion. An example
criterion is presented in Section IV.

IV. EXAMPLE FRACTIONAL SAMPLE REFINEMENT BASED

ON THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

In this section, a fractional sample MV search algorithm is
introduced as an example, which is built upon the generic
framework illustrated in Section III. The fractional sample
MV search was integrated on top of the fast integer sam-
ple MV search in the HEVC test model (HM) reference
software encoder [25]. A specific context, which has to
be evaluated in both the offline and the online phase, is
derived first in Section IV-A. Then, the proposed framework
is used to determine the best half sample position as described

Fig. 2. Notation for the positions. (a) Half sample positions (b) Quarter
sample positions.

in Section IV-B. Around the best half sample MV, the quarter
sample MV search is performed as a second implementation
of the framework and explained in detail in Section IV-C.
This hierarchical two-level approach adopts the assumption
that the optimal quarter sample position is adjacent to the
optimal half sample position as has been discussed in the con-
text of the conventional interpolation-and-search method, see
Section II-A. It is noted that all the training data in this
section was obtained for the first ten frames for each of the
common test condition [24] sequences presented in Table III.
In Section IV-D, an example search step illustrates the com-
bination of half and quarter sample refinement.

A. Studied Context

In the course of this paper, it was observed that the optimal
fractional sample positions are evenly distributed. Therefore,
no assumptions regarding the general priorities of positions
can be made. However, several studies, as those presented
for example in [19] and [20], report a correlation between
distortions obtained at integer sample positions adjacent to
the chosen position and the best fractional sample position.
In order to define the integer sample positions for the con-
text evaluation input function, let �x1, . . . , �x8 be the integer
positions surrounding �m from the top-left to bottom-right, as
shown in Fig. 2. In HM, the sum of absolute differences (SAD)
is used as a distortion metric for integer sample MVs. Hence,
the distortion value for position �xi is given by dSAD(�xi ). The
context input C is defined in (4) as the vector containing the
SAD distortion values for all adjacent integer sample positions

C = �dSAD =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

dSAD(�x1)
dSAD(�x2)
dSAD(�x3)

. . .
dSAD(�x8)

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

. (4)

Let Mi be the ith row of an 8×8 weighting matrix M , and
then the calculation of context ctx( �dSAD) is given by2

ctx( �dSAD) = arg min
i=1...8

(Mi · �dSAD). (5)

Hence, ctx( �dSAD) identifies the minimal weighted linear
combination of the directly neighboring integer sample dis-
tortions �dSAD as defined in (4). The intention of this approach
is to utilize information obtained on the integer sample
accuracy level. This choice is also in line with the results
presented in [20] and [21]. From these works, it can be

2If more than one i = 1 . . . 8 minimize Mi · �dSAD, we let ctx( �dSAD) be
the smallest i amongst them.
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Fig. 3. Visual example of the weights and integer sample positions involved
in the linear combination when multiplying the first row of the weighting
matrix M with the distortion vector �d.

concluded that the distortions obtained from integer sample
positions surrounding a candidate fraction sample position
provide diagnostically conclusive information regarding the
likeliness of it yielding an encoding efficiency gain. Based
on this, numerous simulations to test different combinations
of surrounding integer sample positions and their associated
distortions have been carried out. Those included evaluation
based on different weights for the surrounding integer sample
distortions. Here, a weighting for which promising results have
been obtained is presented in (6) and used in the following.
However, optimization strategies, such as machine learning
approaches, for instance, have not been carried out. Therefore,
it is expected that even better performing weights can be
found.

M =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

3 2 0 2 0 0 0 0
2 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 3 0 2 0 0 0
2 0 0 3 0 2 0 0
0 0 2 0 3 0 0 2
0 0 0 2 0 3 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 2 3 2
0 0 0 0 2 0 2 3

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

. (6)

The notation is further schematically shown in Fig. 3
by providing an example for the multiplication of the first
row of M with the vector �dSAD. The black square position
corresponds to the center of the search and the gray cells
correspond to positions, where the distortion values are not
considered. Scalars indicated within the white cells represent
the distortion weights of each corresponding position, thereby
resulting in the following overall distortion calculation as given
in (7) for the example

(M1 · �dSAD) = 3dSAD(�x1)+ 2dSAD(�x2)+ 2dSAD(�x4). (7)

B. Half Sample MV Refinement

Given the hierarchical two-level approach, the half sample
MV refinement needs to be performed before subsequent quar-
ter sample refinement. Hence, in the following, the complete
half sample MV refinement is described in detail, including
the training set, the corresponding offline LUT derivation, and
the online search algorithm.

1) Training Set: As already defined in Section III-A, each
sample from the training set N includes the context input
Cn and the gains gn(�s) for the considered fractional samples
positions �s. Here, the context input Cn equals the SAD values
�dSAD,n of the integer MVs adjacent to the selected integer MV
�mn . The fractional sample positions �s considered here are all
eight half sample positions �hi (i = 1 . . . 8) surrounding �m.
It should be noted that HM uses the sum of Hadamard trans-
formed differences as a distortion measure for all fractional

Fig. 4. Examples of the quarter sample distortion maps, where (0,0) position
corresponds to the selected integer sample MV. Preferably none! (a) Quarter
sample distortion map (b) Quarter sample distortion map.

TABLE I

HALF SAMPLE POSITIONS �hrank,ct x( �dSAD)
ORDERED BY LIKELINESS TO

YIELD AN ENCODING PERFORMANCE GAIN OVER INTEGER SAMPLE
MV (Rank) GIVEN A CONTEXT ctx ( �dSAD)

sample positions. Consequently, the calculation of the gain is
based on HAD distortion values for both the half sample and
the integer sample positions as shown in (8). Two examples
of such HAD fractional sample distortion maps are provided
in Fig. 4.

gn(�hi ) = dHAD( �m)− dHAD(�hi ). (8)

2) Offline Phase: Using the samples from the training set
N , average performance gains given the context ctx( �dSAD)
from (5) are obtained as illustrated in

Nct x = {n|ctx( �dSAD,n) = ctx( �dSAD)} (9)

ḡ(�hi |ctx( �dSAD)) =

∑

n∈Nctx

gn(�hi )

|Nct x | . (10)

The result of (9) can be used to generate an LUT as described
in (3). Table I shows the resulting LUT containing the half
sample positions �hrank,ct x( �dSAD), ordered by rank for each

possible context ctx( �dSAD) from (5). Here, again a rank of
1 denotes the highest and a rank of 8 denotes the lowest
average performance gain. One interesting observation is that
the best-ranked half sample position �hi for each context always
lies in the middle between the current integer sample position
�m and the adjacent integer sample position �xi that influences
mainly the corresponding context. Taking �h1,1 = �h1 as an
example, the context ctx( �dSAD) = 1 means that the linear
combination of the distortions M1 · �dSAD minimizes (5). From
(7), it can be seen that this linear combination is centered
around the top-left neighboring integer sample position �x1 that
also has the highest weight. This illustrates the correlation
between the neighboring integer sample distortions and the
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Algorithm 2 Online Phase Implementation for Half Sample
Search
bestMv← �m
bestCost← dHAD( �m)
rank← 1

while rank ≤ u do
�hrank,ct x( �dSAD) ← MV from Table I

If necessary, perform up-sampling for �hrank,ct x( �dSAD)

newCost← dHAD(�hrank,ct x( �dSAD))
if newCost < bestCost then
bestCost← newCost
bestMV← �hrank,ct x( �dSAD)

end if
rank← rank+ 1

end while

return bestMv

best fractional sample position. The precalculated LUT serves
as the basis for any sequence to be encoded using the algorithm
described in the online phase.

In order to obtain this information for the quarter sample
accuracy level, the online phase needs to be simulated to obtain
its result in the proposed algorithm. Hence, before proceeding
to the quarter sample accuracy level, the online phase for the
half sample accuracy level is described.

3) Online Phase: The online phase is implemented accord-
ing to Algorithm 1 and context calculation is performed as
illustrated in (5). A detailed description of the algorithm is
provided in Algorithm 2. It can be seen that the cost function f
is replaced by the HAD distortion measure dHAD used for frac-
tional sample positions. For the search termination criterion
cri t discussed in Section III-B, a fairly simple implementation
is considered. An upper bound u of ranks to be searched is
used. It is possible to either use a fixed u to limit the number of
fractional sample position checks, or the encoder may choose
a value adaptively. Clearly, a reasonable choice depends on the
application of a corresponding encoder. For instance, in times
of high computational load and tight real-time requirements,
an encoder may favor low values of u over large ones, while in
loadwise more relaxed situations the preference would be vice
versa. However, such an adaptive mechanism would require a
way of monitoring the systems state, which is not part of the
work presented here. In Section V-A, results for various fixed
values of u are presented.

C. Quarter Sample MV Refinement

After having discussed the implementation for half sample
MV refinement, the following provides a detailed description
of the corresponding components, i.e., training set, offline
phase, and online phase, for the quarter sample MV refine-
ment. As has been mentioned, the algorithm follows a hierar-
chical structure; hence, quarter sample refinement is performed
dependent on the result of the half sample refinement.

TABLE II

QUARTER SAMPLE POSITIONS �qrank,�h ORDERED BY LIKELINESS TO

YIELD AN ENCODING PERFORMANCE GAIN OVER THE INTEGER SAM-
PLE MV (Rank) WHEN �h IS SELECTED BY PRIOR HALF SAMPLE

REFINEMENT GIVEN THE CONTEXT ctx ( �dSAD) = 1

1) Training Set: After half sample refinement has been
performed, ctx( �dSAD,n) is known for each sample in the
training set N . With respect to quarter sample refinement,
each sample is now characterized by four sets of eight quarter
sample performance gains gn(�qi, j ) with i ranging from 1
to 8 and j ranging from 1 to 4. Due to the hierarchi-
cal nature of the algorithm, the first three sets include the
performance gains for the eight quarter sample positions
�qi,rank adjacent to the three best-ranked half sample posi-

tions given the prior determined context ctx( �dSAD,n), i.e.,
�hrank,ct x( �dSAD,n) with rank ranging from 1 to 3. Using the
three best-ranked half sample positions is motivated by the
fact that only up to three best half sample position are
checked during the online phase of the half sample MV
refinement. This corresponds to limiting u to 3 in Algorithm 2.
Independent of ctx( �dSAD,n), the fourth set includes the per-
formance gains for the eight quarter sample positions �qi,4
adjacent to the integer sample position �m resulting from the
prior integer sample MV search.

2) Offline Phase: The average performance gain for quarter
sample positions is obtained by using the information from the
prior half sample step described in Section IV-B. More pre-
cisely, the average performance gain for each quarter sample
position is calculated on the basis of every possible prior-
selected half sample position as shown in

Nct x = {n|ctx( �dSAD,n) = ctx( �dSAD)}

ḡ(�qi, j |ctx( �dSAD)) =

∑

n∈Nctx

gn(�qi, j )

|Nct x | . (11)

Consequently, for each training sample n ∈ N , half sample
MV refinement as described in Section IV-B is simulated
dependent on the calculated context ctx( �dSAD,n). In compari-
son to the result of the offline phase for half sample accuracy
as illustrated in Table I, this results in one table for each of the
eight possible outcomes of ctx( �dSAD). As already mentioned
in the description of the current training set, the half sample
MV refinement may lead to four possible half sample positions
for each context. This includes the three best-ranked half
sample positions and the integer sample position in the case
no better half sample position is found. Assuming that the
context was calculated to be equal to 1, the resulting table for
quarter sample accuracy is provided in Table II.

3) Online Phase: The implementation of the refinement on
a quarter sample accuracy level is rather similar to the one for
half sample accuracy as described in Section IV-B3. However,
instead of only checking positions with increasing ranks from
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Algorithm 3 Online Phase Implementation for Quarter Sample
Search
�h ← bestMV from Algorithm 2
bestMv← �h
bestCost← dHAD(best Mv)
u← 3
rank← 1

while rank− u ≤ 0 do
�qrank,�h ← MV from according LUT table dependent on
ctx( �dSAD) (e.g. Table II for ctx( �dSAD) = 1)
If necessary, perform up-sampling for �qrank,�h
newCost← dHAD(�qrank,�h)
if newCost < bestCost then
bestCost← newCost
bestMV← �qrank,�h

end if
rank← rank+ 1

end while

return bestMv

Fig. 5. Example of a search step performed by the introduced algorithm.

the LUT row indicated by the context, the LUT needs to be
selected first based on the outcome of the context calculation.
Then, the corresponding LUT row is chosen based on the result
of the half sample refinement �h. The full algorithm is outlined
in Algorithm 3.

D. Example of a Search Step

To further illustrate the interaction of half and quarter
sample refinement as described in Sections IV-B and IV-C , an
example search step of the overall algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.
In this example, it is assumed that the context calculation
according to (5) yields ctx( �dSAD) = 1. The upper bound u
of both the half sample and the quarter sample refinement is
set to 3. According to Table I, the three highest-ranked half

TABLE III

EVALUATED COMMON TEST CONDITIONS SEQUENCES [24]

TABLE IV

ADDITIONAL SEQUENCES USED FOR EXPERIMENTAL

EVALUATION (CLASS HD)

sample positions for that context are �h1, �h2, and �h4. These
half sample positions are indicated by green squares in Fig. 5.
Hence, during half sample refinement, these three positions in
addition to the initially selected integer sample position �m are
checked. It is further assumed that �h1 was found to be the
best half sample position, i.e., its distortion dHAD(�h1) is lower
than the distortion of the other three. Since context calculation
yields ctx( �dSAD) = 1, Table II is chosen to be the quarter
sample refinement LUT. Given �h1 as the outcome of the half
sample refinement, the corresponding row is selected, which
leads to the three highest-ranked quarter sample positions �q8,
�q7, and �q5. These quarter sample positions are indicated by red
squares in Fig. 5. If the HAD distortion of one of these three
positions is lower than dHAD(�h1), this position is selected as
the final fractional MV, otherwise it is set to �h1.

V. TEST METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results have been obtained by using
the HEVC reference software HM 12.0 [25]. Although at
the time of writing HM is available in version 16.10, it is
important to note that this is a valid baseline since no further
changes regarding fractional sample refinement were included
in between these versions. The random access (RA) and low
delay P (LDP) configurations have been considered, according
to the HEVC common test conditions, as defined in [24] and
specified in Table III. It should be noted that the Class E
sequences represent typical video conferencing content, which
corresponds to relatively low motion activity. Also, the Class
F sequences mainly consist of computer-generated imagery
content. Additionally, sequences as listed in Table IV, all of
which in a resolution of 1920 × 1080 with 50 frames/s and
a bit depth of 8, have been used for experimental verification.
They are referred to as Class HD sequences in the remainder.
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TABLE V

CODING EFFICIENCY GAIN (BD-RATE) FOR PERFORMING FRACTIONAL
SAMPLE REFINEMENT COMPARED TO CONSIDERING INTEGER SAMPLE

POSITIONS ONLY IN HM

TABLE VI

CODING EFFICIENCY GAINS (BD-RATE) FOR THE RA CONFIGURATION
FOR SEQUENCES FROM TABLE III AND TABLE IV COMPARED WITH

INTEGER ME IN HM

TABLE VII

CODING EFFICIENCY GAINS (BD-RATE) FOR THE LDP CONFIGURATION

FOR SEQUENCES FROM TABLE III AND TABLE IV COMPARED WITH

INTEGER ME IN HM

Table V presents the corresponding coding efficiency gains
for both the RA and LDP configurations by enabling the frac-
tional sample refinement compared to considering the integer
sample positions only, when applying the already mentioned
interpolation-and-search method presented in Section II-A.
The difference in RD performance is described by the means
of the Bjøntegaard-Delta (BD)-rate as proposed in [23].
It should be noted that the RA configuration allows a weighted
combination of two integer sample accuracy prediction signals
(B-frames). Although both prediction signals are obtained by
integer sample precision ME, the combination may represent
a prediction obtained by a fractional sample displacement.
In turn, this justifies the significantly higher performance gains
for the LDP configuration, as shown in Table V, since in
such a case only one inter-picture prediction signal is allowed
(P-frame).

Regarding computational complexity, this approach incor-
porates eight search points for the half sample refinement and
additional eight points for the quarter sample accuracy search,
including the corresponding up-sampling operations.

TABLE VIII

CODING EFFICIENCY LOSSES (BD-RATE) FOR THE RA CONFIGURATION
FOR SEQUENCES FROM TABLE III AND TABLE IV COMPARED WITH

THE INTERPOLATION-AND-SEARCH ALGORITHM IN HM

TABLE IX

CODING EFFICIENCY LOSSES (BD-RATE) FOR THE LDP CONFIGURATION

FOR SEQUENCES FROM TABLE III AND TABLE IV COMPARED WITH

THE INTERPOLATION-AND-SEARCH ALGORITHM IN HM

A. Experimental Results

In the following, experimental results by applying Algo-
rithms 2 and 3 with u = 1, u = 2, andu = 3 under previously
described test conditions are presented. Tables VI and VII
demonstrate the coding efficiency gain achieved by the algo-
rithms compared to applying integer ME only. In comparison
with Table V, it can be seen that for u = 1 most of the coding
efficiency gain achieved by fractional sample refinement can
be preserved. For instance, under the RA configuration, HM
achieves −12.4% BD-rate using fractional sample refinement
compared with integer ME only for Class D. Comparing the
proposed approach to integer ME only still results in −9.7%
BD-rate, which is ∼ 78% of the gain achieved by the refer-
ence algorithm. Especially, for the HD resolution sequences
(i.e., Classes B and HD), the proposed approach achieves
−6.48% BD-rate, resulting in approximately 85% of the
encoding gain obtained by applying the interpolation-and-
search algorithm. For results presented in Tables VIII and IX,
the interpolation-and-search algorithm of HM was used as
a baseline. As can be seen, for u = 3, only small BD-rate
losses are obtained for both the RA and LDP configurations.
Furthermore, it is important to note that, as has been mentioned
in Section IV, the first ten frames of sequences listed in
Table III formed the training set; hence, these frames were
part of both the training and the testing phase which generally
should be avoided. However, the number of frames was
exceeded during the testing phase as all the test sequences are
longer than ten frames. In order to further demonstrate that the
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TABLE X

SEARCH POINTS FOR CONFIGURATIONS PRESENTED IN TABLE VIII AND
TABLE IX FOR HALF AND QUARTER SAMPLE SEARCH EACH

approach indeed is applicable to sequences outside the training
set, sequences from Table IV have been added to the testing
set. Results for these are also presented separately. As can be
seen, the algorithm performs as good for these sequences.

The computational complexity of the proposed context-
based fractional sample refinement algorithm is a function
of search points to be examined, which clearly depends on
the value of u. In this respect, Table X provides an overview
regarding the reduction of search points of the proposed
context-based fractional sample refinement algorithm com-
pared with the conventional interpolation-and-search method
for both the RA and LDP configurations. As can be seen, the
number of search points is reduced significantly. It should also
be noted that, similar to approaches discussed in Section II-C,
for u = 1 no interpolation is required.

B. Comparison to Other Fast Fractional Sample
Refinement Schemes

In order to demonstrate the advantage of the proposed
approach, simulations were performed to compare the coding
efficiency as well as the run time of the presented example
implementation with other recently proposed fast fractional
sample search algorithms. For this purpose, simulations were
performed for representative algorithms from categories as
presented in [26] and [27]:

1) fast full search algorithms;
2) reduction of searching candidate points in search range;
3) modeling the matching error surface into mathematical

models.

With respect to 1), the interpolation-and-search method
is considered. Corresponding results have been presented
in Section V-A. Algorithms matching category 2) have been
discussed in Section II-B and simulations were performed
for the pattern-based approaches in the following referred to
as Cross [16], 2plus3 [17], and Direction [18]. Regarding
category 3), an approach approximating the error surface
based on surrounding integer sample position distortions, here
referred to as DField9 [20] and discussed in Section II-C, was
used.

The comparison of coding efficiency losses for the RA
configuration is presented in Table VIII and for the LDP
configuration in Table IX. With respect to the RA and the LDP
configuration, it can be seen that in average only the approach
referred to as Cross outperforms our approach letting u = 3
in terms of coding efficiency. However, the proposed approach
performs only three checks on fractional sample positions,
while for Cross at least four and in the worst case six are
necessary. Also, it can be seen that using u = 1 performs better

Fig. 6. Comparison of algorithms for the RA configuration using all
sequences listed in Table III and Table IV averaged over all four quantization
parameters in HM.

than or equal to the algorithm presented in Direction both in
terms of encoding efficiency and required position checks.

An overview comparing the number of fractional sample
positions to be checked is provided in Table X. It is important
to note that for the proposed approach depending on the value
of u, the number of best-case checks equals the number of
worst case checks. For instance, selecting u = 2 will result
in always two positions being considered. The error surface
approximation algorithm denoted as DField9 requires only one
position being considered, making it equal in this respect to
using the approach proposed in this paper with u = 1. In the
course of this paper, the error surface approximation method
was implemented using SAD as the distortion measure.

Besides the number of fractional sample search positions
listed in Table X, the time required for fractional sample
refinement is measured in the simulations as another indicator
for computational complexity. A comparison of total encoding
times would be less conclusive since the overall run times
strongly depend on the degree of encoder optimization. HM
as reference software for instance performs full RD mode
decisions which leads to a very high overall encoding time. An
optimized encoder would spend less time on mode decisions
by applying fast decision heuristics. Hence, the contribution
of fractional motion search to the overall encoding time would
be larger in an optimized encoder compared with HM.

To provide for a comparison of required computation time,
the time spent on fractional sample ME was taken for each
algorithm. Results obtained for all aforementioned algorithms
have been averaged over all four quantization parameters [24].
The average results for all sequences are also illustrated
in Figs. 6 and 7 in relation to coding efficiency. Speedup
values obtained for the different classes in no case differed
by more than 0.1 from these averages. The speedup expressed
in aforementioned tables and figures was obtained using the
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Fig. 7. Comparison of algorithms for the LDP configuration using all
sequences listed in Table III and Table IV averaged over all four quantization
parameters in HM.

interpolation-and-search method as discussed in Section II-A
as a baseline. As can be seen, the pattern-based approaches
respected in this simulation do not achieve a significant
decrease in fractional sample ME time. However, they cause
losses in BD performance. DField9 and the proposed context-
based approach on the other hand yield a good tradeoff
between RD performance and computational complexity, espe-
cially with respect to high-resolution sequences. From results
presented before, it becomes clear that the algorithm indeed
can achieve performance comparable to the error surface
approximation method. The computational overhead caused by
context calculation is negligible when regarded in comparison
with the overall speedup. However, as has already been
argued, the context-based approach can be implemented in a
much more flexible manner, allowing for an adaptive decision
regarding how many samples to consider.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a generic context-based fractional sample
MV refinement framework and an example application for
an HEVC encoder are presented. The proposed example
algorithm reduces the 16 fractional sample search points of
the interpolation-and-search method employed in the HEVC
HM reference encoder to a few most promising ones by eval-
uating context information based on the neighboring integer
sample distortions. When only the two most promising search
points are considered, i.e., a search point reduction of 87.5%,
coding efficiency losses between 1.3% and 2.1% BD-rate are
observed for HD test sequences. Considering the six most
promising search points, i.e., the three most promising for
half sample MV refinement plus the three most promising
for quarter sample MV refinement, coding efficiency losses
range between 0.3% and 0.4% BD-rate. Compared with state-
of-the-art pattern-based fast fractional sample refinements, the

proposed example algorithm always provides a better tradeoff
in terms of search point reduction versus coding efficiency
loss. When comparing the example algorithm with fractional
sample MV refinement by error surface approximation, the
advantage of the proposed framework lies in its adaptivity,
which allows operation points with lower coding efficiency
loss at the cost of decreased speedup.

For future work, this adaptivity is of particular interest,
e.g., by determining the number of promising search points
to be evaluated based on an optimal tradeoff between the
coding efficiency loss and/or a given budget of computation
time. For instance, in addition to defining a fixed upper bound
for promising search points, a minimal performance gain can
be defined. Then, most promising fractional sample positions
given a certain context are only considered until the upper
bound is reached or the current performance gain is less than
the defined minimal performance gain. Also, in order to meet
real-time processing constraints, an adaptive time-constrained
parameter may be further employed. In this strategy, an addi-
tional search point is considered only when it is worth to invest
additional processing time in terms of computational com-
plexity. Besides adaptive termination, further investigation is
encouraged to improve the context model ctx(C) which might
lead to a better prediction of promising search points. Finally,
the number of fractional sample positions to be searched in the
proposed framework is constant. This is of particular interest
for hardware implementations that always consider the worst
case, i.e., the maximum number of search positions. Hence,
the investigation of a corresponding hardware design is another
interesting topic for future work.
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